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SIMPLE STABLY PROJECTIONLESS C-ALGEBRAS 
ARISING AS CROSSED PRODUCTS 

AKITAKA KISHIMOTO AND ALEX KUMJIAN 

ABSTRACT. A large class of simple stably projectionless C*-algebras are shown 
to arise as crossed products of simple purely infinite C*-algebras by trace scaling 
one-parameter automorphism groups. The Elliott invariant is computed for this class. 

The program proposed by George A. Elliott for the classification of stable nuclear 
simple C*-algebras (see [E12] for its current form) has seen considerable progress in the 
classification of infinite C*-algebras and finite C*-algebras with nontrivial projections. In 
this article we investigate the class of finite C*-algebras which are stably projectionless. 
The first example of a C*-algebra in this class was constructed by Blackadar in [B1]. Our 
examples consist of crossed products of the form On x R studied by the first author in 
[Ks] as well as analogs of the construction in [Bl] involving inductive limits of mapping 
tori of simple C*-algebras with trace scaling automorphisms. 

There is in each case a natural trace scaling action by a one-parameter automorphism 
group for which the crossed product is purely infinite. It follows that a C*-algebra with 
such a trace scaling action must be projectionless (see [Co2]). Tensoring such an example 
with any finite simple C*-algebra (i.e. one with a trace) yields another such example. The 
ultimate objective of this work is to understand in what sense an analog of Takesaki's 
continuous decomposition of type III factors holds for simple nuclear purely infinite 
C*-algebras (see Remark 4.5) and thereby, perhaps, to determine which values of the 
Elliott invariant occur for simple stably projectionless C*-algebras arising as crossed 
products of purely infinite C*-algebras by one-parameter automorphism groups. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 1 we deal with preliminary 
matters including a brief review of basic facts concerning one-parameter automorphism 
groups, traces and the mapping torus. In Section 2 the mapping torus construction is pre
sented; it is shown in Theorem 2.4 that this construction gives rise to simple stably projec
tionless C*-algebras with arbitrary 2-divisible A -̂theory and "unique" trace—moreover, 
these examples are all stably isomorphic to crossed products of purely infinite C*-algebras 
by one-parameter automorphism groups. By tensoring with Thomsen's examples (see 
[Th]) one obtains C*-algebras for which the cone of traces may be identified with the 
cone over an arbitrary metrizable Choquet simplex (see Corollary 2.5). In Section 3 
the relationship between KMS states on a unital C*-algebra for a given one-parameter 
automorphism group and traces on the crossed product is discussed (see Theorem 3.2); 
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the analogous relationship is well known in Tomita-Takesaki theory. It follows that if 
the C*-algebra is simple and there is a KMS state at some non-zero inverse temperature 
then the crossed product is stably projectionless (see Corollary 3.4). Finally in Section 4 
we return to the original example which was the starting point for this work: we show in 
the case considered, where On x R is simple and has a trace, that the trace is unique up 
to scalar multiple. 

We wish to thank the staff of the Fields Institute, where much of this work was done, 
for their hospitality; we thank G. A. Elliott, M. Rordam and other members of the institute 
for valuable discussions. 

1. Preliminaries. 

1.1. Notation and conventions. Let Z, Z„, Q, R, C and T denote the sets of integers, 
integers mod n, rational numbers, real numbers, complex numbers and those of modulus 
one. Denote by Ĉ the C*-algebra of compact operators on a separable infinite dimen
sional Hilbert space. The algebra of n x n matrices over the complex numbers is denoted 
Mn\ let Mnoo denote the UHF algebra given as the infinite tensor product 

oo 

Mnoo = <g)M„. 

Given a C*-algebra A, a strongly continuous homomorphism a: R —> Aut(,4) will be 
referred to as a one-parameter automorphism group and the pair (A, a) will be referred 
to as an R-dynamical system. Denote the associated crossed product A x a R; there is 
a dense subalgebra which may be identified with Ll(R,A) with the usual product and 
involution (see [Pd, Section 7.6]). The dual action a yields another R-dynamical system 
for which the restriction to L{(R,A) is given by the formula: (as(f))(t) = eitsf(i). 

Given an R-dynamical system {A, a) there is a strictly continuous unitary group 
t i—> ut G M{A y\aR) and a natural embedding A —> M(A x\a R) so that for every 
a G A and t G R one has ott(a) = utau*. Moreover, A x a R is generated by elements 
of the form X(f)a where X(f) = JRf(t)utdt for/ G L](R) and a G A. Let H denote the 
unbounded multiplier that generates the group ut (see [Col, App. 5]); one has ut = eltH 

and \(f) =f(—H) where f(s) = -A= faf(t)e~lts dt. Let es denote the character on R given 
by es(t) - elts (regarded as a function with values in the complex numbers). 

By a trace on a (not necessarily unital) C*-algebra^ is meant a densely defined lower 
semicontinuous trace. Note that each such trace is defined on the Pedersen ideal J (A) 
(see [Pd, Proposition 5.6.7]); recall that J (A) is the minimal dense ideal in A. 

DEFINITION 1.2. Let (A, a) be an R-dynamical system; a trace r on A is said to have 
the scaling property with respect to a if there is /3 so that r o at = e~^r for all / and 
a G J (A) (we will refer to /3 as the scaling parameter). It is said to have the nontrivial 
scaling property if f3 ^ 0. A C* -algebra^ is said to be stably projectionless if A (8) ̂ C 
contains no nontrivial projections. 
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REMARK 1.3. As Connes observed in [Co2, pp. 586-587] a C*-algebra with a faith
ful trace that has the nontrivial scaling property with respect to some one-parameter 
automorphism group is stably projectionless. For if r and a are as above and p £ A 
is a projection, then/? is homotopic to a\(p); hence r(p) = T(OC\(/?)), so by the scaling 
property r{p) = 0 and thus/? = 0. This observation is similar to that of Blackadar in [Bl] 
(cf. Fact 2.3.1). Note that a trace on a simple C*-algebra is necessarily faithful. 

Given an automorphism 7 of a C*-algebra C let M^ denote the mapping torus for the 
pair (C,7) (see [B2, Section 10.3]): 

M, := { / , € C ( [ 0 , l ] , Q | / ( l ) = 7(/,(0))} 

^ [f:R-^C\f(t+\) = l(f{tj), V/GH}. 

REMARK 1.4. There are several facts concerning M7 which may be needed below: 
1. There is a natural one-parameter automorphism group a: R —* Aut(M7) given by 

<*t(f)(s) =f(s - t) for 5,/GR and/ G M,. 
2. The crossed products Cxi^Z and M7 x a R are strong Morita equivalent (see [G, 

Theorem 17]). 
3. Ki{M.) ^ Ki+l(C x^ Z) for i e Z2 (see [Col, Corollary 6]). 
4. If there is an isomorphism of C with B x^ T which identifies 7 with the generator of 

the automorphism group dual to /3 then by [B2, Proposition 10.3.2] one has M> ^ Z? x ̂  R, 
where /3 is here regarded as a periodic one-parameter automorphism group. Hence, by 
Takai duality (see [Pd, Theorem 7.9.3]): 

C x 7 Z ^ £ < g > a C ^ M 7 x a R 

(since a is dual to (5 regarded as an action of R). 

2. The mapping torus construction. The mapping torus construction outlined be
low is a modification of Blackadar's construction [Bl] of a simple stably projectionless 
C*-algebra as an inductive limit of mapping tori of simple C*-algebras with trace scal
ing automorphisms; we use twisted double embeddings rather than the twice around 
embeddings used in [Bl]. 

The following proposition is essentially contained in [Rol, Theorem 3.6]: 

PROPOSITION 2.1. For any countable abelian groups Go, G\ and X > 1 there is 
a stable simple AJ-algebra C of real rank zero with unique (up to scalar multiple) 
trace ip and an automorphism 7 on C so that (f(l(cf) = A-1 tp{c) for all c G j / (Q and 
KiiCx*) Z ) ^ GjforieZ2. 

This follows immediately from the proof of [Rol, Theorem 3.6]. The theorem is 
stated for unital C and corner endomorphism 7, but by [Pa] there is a embedding of C 
into C (8) Ĉ and an automorphism of C ® Ĉ which "extends" 7 in the obvious sense 
(the extension of the trace to C (8) Ĉ is scaled by the automorphism in like manner); 
moreover, the crossed product by the endomorphism is embedded into the full crossed 
product in a way compatible with this embedding. 
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REMARK 2.2. By [R01, Theorem 3.1 ] the resulting crossed product, C >K Z, is simple 
and purely infinite. 

FACT 2.3. With notation as above we record some useful properties of the associated 
mapping torus M0: 

1. M0 has no nontrivial projections (see [Bl]); indeed, ifp = p(t) is a projection in 
M0 thenp(O) is homotopic to/?(l) so (/?(/?(0)) = (/?(/?(l)) = \~l(p(p(0)y Hence,/? = 0. 

2. Prim(My) ^ T since every primitive ideal is the kernel of some point evaluation. 
3. For any / G J(M^) the function t 1—> AV(/*(0) *s continuous and periodic and 

thus may be regarded as an element in C(T). Moreover, for any measure p on T there is 
a trace r^ on M7 so that rfl(f) = JT A V (/*(*)) <M0 for a l 1 / ^ -7(Mv)-

4. Let /i be normalized Haar measure on T with associated trace r^, then a straight
forward calculation reveals: 

r , (a , ( / ) )=A%(/) 

fo r^G^and /G _7(M.). 
Fix an irrational 6 G IR \ Q and consider the embedding a: M7 —> M2 <S> M7 given by: 

for r G IR a n d / G M7. Set v4„ = M2« (8) M0 for « > 0 and define an\An —> An+\ by 
a„(x (g)/) = x <g> a(/) for x G M2« and/ G M7. One notes that _%4„) = M2« (8) _7(M7) and 
hencearn(j(A„)) C J(An+]). 

THEOREM 2.4. With notation as above A = lim_+,4„ is a simple stably projectionless 
C* -algebra with unique (up to scalar multiple) trace r. Let a: R —* Aut(̂ 4) be the one-
parameter automorphism group which leaves An invariant and which restricts to the 
canonical action (cf. Remark 1.4. l)for each n; then A )^aRw simple and purely infinite 
and r has the scaling property with respect to a: 

r{at(f)) = A'T(/). 

Moreover, Kt{A) ^ Gt <g> Z[\]for i G Z2. 

PROOF. Note first that A is simple by [BK, Proposition 1.3], since rotation by 0 
defines a minimal homeomorphism on T ^ Prim(M0) (see Remark 2.3.2). The canonical 
one-parameter automorphism group acting on M7 is extended to An in the obvious way; 
it is clear that these actions are compatible with the above embeddings and thus define 
an action of R on A which we again denote by a. Note that (an)^ = <r* = 2(idiv/,)* as 
elements of End(A /̂(M^)) for / G Z2 (here we have identified Ki(An) = ^/(M7) in the 
natural way); thus: 

Ki(A) = Kj(\imAn) * lmLKi(An) * Kt(M,) ® z [ i ] * Gi+] ® z [^ ] 
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for / G 1-2. Since M^ xa R and Cxi0Z are strong Morita equivalent and C x0 Z is simple 
and purely infinite [Rol, Theorem 3.1] it follows that 

An xa R = {M2n ® M7) x a R ^ M2« 0 (M. x a R) 

is simple and purely infinite. Hence 

A x a R = l i m ^ x a R 

is simple and purely infinite. It remains to define a trace on each v4w in a consistent way, 
to show that the resulting trace is unique (up to scalar multiple) and then to show it has 
the scaling property with respect to a. For x ® / G M2n (8> M^ - An define: 

where Tr denotes the usual (unnormalized) trace on M2n. To check compatibility, that is, 

rn =rn+\ oa„, it suffices to show that: 

/T \'<p(f(t - 9)) dt = A" /T AV(/"(0) dt, 

but this follows from the translation invariance of Haar measure. By the compatibility 
of the traces T„ one may define a tracial function on the union \Jn J(An) which forms a 
dense subalgebra. Let r denote the unique lower semicontinuous extension of this tracial 
function to J (A) and observe that it is a trace and that it has the scaling property with 
respect to a since each rn has. 

The uniqueness of r follows by a calculation involving the Fourier coefficients of a 
family of measures. By Fact 2.3.3 each trace on the mapping torus arises from a measure 
on T. Thus any trace on A arises from a sequence of measures \in corresponding to 
the traces on An subject to a compatibility condition. Given a sequence of probability 
measures /!„, the associated traces on A„ will be compatible if: 

/T AV(A0) <//x„(0 = y ^ /T
 AV(A0 +/( ' - 0)) <*/W0 

for/ G J/(M7). That is, for any w > 0 and g G C(T) one must have: 

jf g(t)dfi„(t) = Y ^ jf g(t) + A V - 0)d^+i (t). 

Setting /£(*;) = Jj e~2nikt dfin(t), it follows that: 

/£(*)= TTA^ ( ^ w + A v ™ ^ i (*>) 

for all & G Z and 72 > 0. Hence one obtains for all & G Z and ra,« > 0: 

_ / 1 + \ee27Tikd\m — 
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Since \jTi(k)\ < 1 for all k and /, and 

for k ^ 0, it follows that (recall that \in is a probability measure): 

^ f 1 ifjfc = 0 
M n W 1 0 otherwise 

for all n > 0. Thus /i„ is normalized Haar measure. • 

COROLLARY 2.5. Given two countable abelian groups D$,D\ far which D\ ^ Dj (g) 
~^[\\ ^ > 1> and a metrizable Choquet simplex X, there is a simple stably projectionless 
C*-algebra A such that Kj(A) ^ Dtfor i G Z2 and for which the cone of traces may be 
identified with CX, the cone overX; moreover, there is a one-parameter automorphism 
group, a: R —> Aut(̂ 4), so that A x a R is simple and purely infinite and ifr is any trace 
on A we have: 

T(at(f))=\tT(f). 

PROOF. Let C be the C*-algebra constructed as in the above theorem with K*(C) -
£)*, one-parameter automorphism group 7: R —> Aut(Q, trace u (unique up to scalar 
multiple) and A > 1; then uo has the nontrivial scaling property with respect to 7 with 
scaling parameter —InA. By [Th, Theorem 3.9] there is a simple inductive limit of 
interval algebras B for which the simplex of traces is affinely homeomorphic to X and 
K*(B) - 1\\~\ © 0. Now set A = B®C (note that both B and C are nuclear so there 
is a unique cross-norm), then A is simple and by the Kiinneth formula (see [S] or [B1, 
Theorem 23.1.3]) one has: Kj(A) - £)/ ® Z[^] ^ Dt. Given a trace r on A there is a 
constant r and a trace ip on B such that r(b ® c) - np(b)u(c) (and every functional of 
this form is a trace); define a: R —» Aut(A), by at(b 0 c ) = blt(c). One checks that every 
trace on A has the required scaling property with respect to this one-parameter group. 
Thus A is stably projectionless. Since C xk R is simple, nuclear and purely infinite, it 
follows that 

C x , R ^ (C x . R) <g> Ooo 

(cf [Kr, Corollary 22]); hence one has 

Ax\aR = (B(g)C) xi id ̂  R * B <g> (C x , R) ^ (A xa R) ® O^. 

Thus ^ x a R is simple and purely infinite (cf [Kr, Corollary 22]). • 

REMARK 2.6. For any n one can modify the mapping torus construction used in the 
above theorem to obtain examples with arbitrary ^-divisible A -̂theory and essentially 
unique trace; further, tensoring with the appropriate Al-algebra as in the above corollary 
gives a simple stably projectionless C*-algebra with the same A -̂theory and cone of traces 
identified with the cone over an arbitrary metrizable Choquet simplex. 
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REMARK 2.7. Using [BEH] one may also construct examples of simple stably pro-
jectionless C*-algebras for which there are uncountably many extreme traces with a 
one-parameter automorphism group which scales each by a different factor. Consider 
the abelian group G = Z[x,x~', (1 — x)~l] and let S be a non-empty compact subset of 
(0,1); then G becomes a simple dimension group when endowed with the order/? > 0 if 
p(s) > 0 for all s £ S. There is up to isomorphism a unique simple stable AF algebra C 
with this dimension group. The set of extremal traces of C may be identified with S by 
means of a map s G S •—> UJS for which one has (<JJS)*(P)

 = p(s) for all/? G G ^ Ko(C). 
Furthermore, there is a 7 G Aut(Qsothat7*0?) = px(\ — x)~] for all/? G G. It follows that 
C x^ Z is simple and that for any element c G 3(C) one has u;5(7(c)) = s(\ — s)~*us(c). 

One proceeds as above by forming the inductive limit of My (8) M^ which we again 
denote by A together with the associated one-parameter automorphism group denoted 
by a; note that both A and A x a R are simple. For each s G S we construct a trace rs on 
A starting with UJS. Observe that rs has the scaling property with respect to a: 

Ts(at(aj) = ( J rs(a). 

Thus ,4 is stably projectionless if S ^ {|}. Further, by [Ro2, Theorem 2.1] it follows that 
C x7 Z and hence ^ xia IR is purely infinite if and only if \ £ S. Note that if j G S but 
5 7̂  {|}, then v4 is stably projectionless but A x a R is not infinite (since it has a trace). 

Using the construction of [BEK] in place of [BEH] one may obtain a simple stably 
projectionless C*-algebra together with a one-parameter automorphism group for which 
the cone of traces scaled by a given factor can be fairly arbitrary. In both [BEH] and 
[BEK] the traces on C were shown to give rise to KMS-states on C x0 Z at various 
inverse temperatures (related to the factors discussed above) for the dual automorphism 
group regarded as a periodic one-parameter automorphism group. 

3. KMS states and traces. 

DEFINITION 3.1. Let (A, a) be an R-dynamical system and /3 a real number; then a 
state UJ on A is said to satisfy the KMS condition for a at inverse temperature (3 or, 
briefly, to be an (a, /3)-KMS state if 

uj(b(Xjp(a)) = uj(ab) 

for all a,b G A with a entire for a (see [BEK] or [Pd, Section 8.12]). Note that if UJ is a 
KMS state for a and (3 "f 0 then UJ is a-invariant. 

The following theorem may be well known to specialists. It is closely related to the 
construction of the dual trace in [Ta, Lemma 8.2] where the role played by the scaling 
property is critical in obtaining the continuous decomposition of type III factors; an 
analogous dual result for Z-actions may be found in [BEK, Lemma 6.3]. As we were 
unable to find a precise reference, we provide a proof. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let {A, a) be an R-dynamical system with A unital; let T denote the 
cone of traces on A x\a R, and set 

Tp = {reT\Toas= e~3sr,s G R} 

where (3 G R tf«d a /s £/ze d«a/ action by R = R. Then for every a-invariant (a, /3)-KMS 
state to on A (note that the requirement that uo be a-invariant is redundant if (3 f 0) there 
is a trace r, = TUJ £ Tp such that: 

TuJ(\{f)a)=Lo(a)JRf(s)e-^ds, 

for all f G Ll(R) with f G CC(R) and a £ A. Moreover, for every r G Tp there is an 
(a, /3)-KMS state uonA (necessarily a-invariant) so that 

T(\(f)a)=r(\(f))u>(a), 

for allf G Ll(R) withf G CC(R) and a G A; further, there is a constant cT so thatr = cTru. 

PROOF. We first show that traces on the crossed product with the scaling property 
with respect to the dual automorphism group arise from KMS states. Fix a nonzero 
r G Tp\ for nonzero/ G Ll(R) with/ G CC(R)+, it follows from the scaling property that 
r(f) > 0. Given such a n / define a state uj- on A by 

r(A(/)a)=r(A(/))^(a); 

note that if a > 0 then r(A(/>) = r{\(f)xl2a\(f)xl2) > 0 so ay is positive. By the 
scaling property one has: 

e~l>sT(\V))=T(as(\V))) =r(A(e</)); 

and for any a £ A one has: 

e^sr(X{f)a) = r(X(eJ)a) = r(X(eJ))ueJ(a) = ^r(A(/))o;£j-(fl); 

it follows that ay = UJ(J. For any e > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that if \s — t\ < <S, one has 

\f(s)-f(t)\<e. 

Choose hs G L](R) with % G CC(R)+ such that supp^ C [-6,8] and 

Y,fi5(s-n6)= 1, 

for all 5 G R. Let gs G I 1 (R) be defined by 

g6(s)=Y,fW)%(s-*6). 
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Then g$ G CC(R) and \[f — g$|| < e; further with u& = uh/), one has: 

«ez V«GZ y 

for all a G A Since 

| T ( A ( / > ) - r ( A f e ) a ) | < N | r ( | A ( f - g , ) | ) 

and supp(/ — g ) is bounded as S [ 0, it follows that T(\(g$)a) —-> r(A(/)a); hence, as 

5 1 0, r(X(hs))/6 converges to a constant c > 0 and ^ has a weak* limit point UJ. 

Moreover, 

Fo r / G Z,1 (R) with^ G CC(R) and a* G ^ for 1 < k < m9 le t / G L!(R,i4) be defined by 
fit) = YtJk(t)ak. Setting 

1 r w 

/(*) = - = / e-»f(t)dt = j:fk(s)ak 
V 27T */K k=\ 

yields an element in CC(R, ^ ) ; regarding/ as an element of ^ x a R one has: 

r(f) = r(jf I I / W A) = cjf e-^uj(/(s)) ds. 

We show that this formula holds for a l l / G Lx (R, y4) with supp/ compact. Given such 
an/thereisag G L1(R)withg G Cc(R)+andg = 1 on supp/; since!1 (R,^) ^ L^R)®^ 
with projective cross-norm, there is a sequence {fn} in the algebraic tensor product 
L1 (R) 0 A such tha t / —>/ in V (R, ^ ) . Note that g * / is an element of the above form 
and g *f„ —-> g * / = / where * is the usual convolution. Since g *f„ - \{g)fn, one has: 

T(Mg)l/2f„Mg)[/2) =r(\(gYn)=cjKe-^uJ{g{sfn{s))ds. 

The right hand side converges to 

cfRe-*u,(f(sj)ds 

and since x i—» T(A(g)1/2xA(g)1/2) is bounded, the left hand side converges to 

r{\(g)[/2fX(g),/2)=r{f). 

Thus one obtains 

r{f) = c[Re-^uj{f(s))ds 

for a\\f e Ll(R,A) with supp/ compact. 
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We now show that UJ is an (a,/?)-KMS state. Le t / E L](R) wi th/ E CC(R)+ and 
r(A(/)) = 1, and let a,b E A where a has compact a-spectrum. Then 

uj{boci9(a)) = r(X{f)bai0(a))=r(aip(a)X{f)b) 

= T[^f(t)utai0-t(a)bdtj 

= c [ e~'3s-^= [ e~lrsh(r)drds 

where h(t) = uj(aif3-t(a)b)f(t); since h E CC(R), one may define h(z) for z E C by 

h(z) = -A= JR elzsh(s) ds. Continuing with our calculation we obtain: 

uj(bai(3(a)) = c [ e~0sh(s)ds = cV2^h(if3) = cV2^uj(abY(i0) 

= oj(a6) f e~0sf(s)ds = o<a6)r(A(/)) 

= uj(ab); 

this formula may then be extended by continuity to the case that a is entire. It follows 
that UJ is an (a, /3)-KMS state. One checks that UJ is a-invariant. 

Conversely, let UJ be an a-invariant (a,/3)-KMS state; for / E Z,1^,^) wi th / E 
CC(IR,^) the dual weight is defined by: 

if f3 = 0 this is already a trace and we set ru{f) = u(f); otherwise, following the proof of 
Lemma 8.2 in [Ta] we set rjf) - d>(e^Hf). Noting that the first is a special case of the 
second and rewriting we obtain: 

rjf) = £u(eWf) = [R e-*w(f(sj) ds. 

The scaling property follows by inspection. • 

REMARK 3.3. There is a natural generalization of the above theorem to non-unital 
C*-algebras formulated in terms of KMS weights rather than KMS states: for each (3 the 
map, UJ i—-» r^, defines an affine homeomorphism from the cone of a-invariant (a, (5)-
KMS weights on A to Tp. The proof requires more careful attention to technical detail 
and as we shall not require the greater generality we omit it. 

COROLLARY 3.4. Let (A, a) be an R-dynamical system with A unital If A is R-simple, 
in particular if A is simple, then for any a-invariant (a, /3)-KMS state UJ the associated 
trace r^ is faithful; hence, if A is R-simple and there is a KMS-state for a at some 
nonzero inverse temperature /?, then A y\aRis stably projectionless. 

PROOF. If A is [R-simple then A y\a R is [R-simple (see [Pd, Proposition 7.9.6]). For 
any KMS state UJ the associated trace rw has the scaling property and hence the closure 
of 

{x€j(AxaR)\rUJ(x*x) = 0} 

is an a-invariant ideal; thus r^ is faithful. If, furthermore, (3 f 0 then ru has the nontrivial 
scaling property and it follows by Remark 1.3 that A is stably projectionless. • 
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REMARK 3.5. Let r be an r-discrete principal groupoid with left Haar system and 
c E Z](T, R) a continuous real-valued 1-cocycle. Let of denote the associated real 
action on C*(T) (the dense subalgebra CC(T) is ac-invariant and for a l l / E CC(T) one 
has (<( / ) ) (7) = eitc{1)f{l) for 7 E T and t E R). Let /i be a quasi-invariant probability 
measure on the unit space r° so that the modular function (or Radon-Nikodym derivative) 
of [i is e~[]c for some (3 E R, then /i is said to satisfy the (c, /3)-KMS condition (see [Re, 
Definition 1.3.15]); the associated state UJ^ defined by u^if) = Jrof(x)d^(x)forf E CC(V) 
is an (ac, /3)-KMS state (see [Re, Proposition II.5.4]). The associated crossed product is 
the groupoid C* -algebra of the skew-product T(c) = T xc R; note that T(c)° = V° x R 
and that /i x e~^' dt is an invariant measure. This invariant measure defines a trace on 
C* (r(c)) which has the scaling property with respect to the dual automomorphism group 
as in the above theorem. 

4. Uniqueness of the trace on On x R. For n > 2 let On denote the universal 
C*-algebra generated by n isometries S\,..., S„ satisfying the relation 

tsjs; = u 
7-1 

On is called the Cuntz algebra and is known to be simple and purely infinite (see [Cul]). 
Given A i , . . . , A„ E R, there is by universality a one-parameter automorphism group 
a: R —> Aut(0„) given by: 

at(Sj) = e^Sj. 

By Cuntz's calculation of the ^-theory of On (see [Cu2]) and Connes' analog of the 
Thorn isomorphism (see [Col]) one may compute the A -̂theory of the crossed product: 

K0(O„ x a R) = 0 

K](OnxiaR) = Zn^. 

Elliott observed that a KMS state on On (the existence of which is considered in [Ev] and 
[OP]) gives rise to a trace on 0„ xia R; this together with the above AT-theory calculation 
allowed him to conclude that On x a R is (in some cases) simple and stably projectionless 
(see [Ell], [Cu3]). Note that On x\a R is simple if and only if either Ay are all nonzero 
of the same sign and {Ai, . . . , Aw} generates R as a closed subgroup or {Aj , . . . , Aw} 
generates R as a closed subsemigroup (see [Ks]). 

THEOREM 4.1. With a as above, On x a R is simple and has a trace if and only ifXj 
are all nonzero of the same sign and {X\,..., A„} generates R as a closed subgroup. In 
this case, On x a R is stably projectionless; moreover, the trace is unique up to scalar 
multiple and has the scaling property with respect to a where the scaling parameter f3 is 
defined by 

J2e-0X' = 1. 
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PROOF. By [Ev, Proposition 2.2] this condition is necessary and sufficient for the 
existence of an (a, /3)-KMS state, which is then necessarily unique; moreover, such a /? 
exists precisely when all the Ay have the same sign. By Theorem 3.2 there is a trace which 
has the scaling property with respect to a with scaling parameter /? (simplicity follows 
by [Ks]). It follows that On y\a R is stably projectionless since /? f 0 (see Corollary 3.4). 
Conversely, assume that On x a R is simple and has a trace; it remains to show that Ay are 
are all nonzero of the same sign and that the trace is then completely determined (up to 
scalar multiple). 

Let r be a trace on ft x]a R—note that T is faithful and that we may assume without 
loss of generality that r is factorial. Since X(f) G J(On x a R) for a l l / G Ll(R) with 
/ G CC(R), there is a measure \i on R such that 

r(A(/)) = JRf(s)drts) 

for all such/. Note that 

A(/)Sy = [Rf(t)utSjdt 

= 5) [f(t)eiXJ'utdt 

= SjX(ex/)i 

thus for/? = (/?i,... ,/7 )̂ and Sp = SPl • • • SPk one has 

A(/)5P = SpX(eEip)f) 

where £(p) = E ^ \ and |/?| = t. Fix a nonzero element/ G V (R) with/ G CC(R) and 
define a faithful positive linear functional ujf on the UHF subalgebra of On generated by 
elements of the form SpSq* with \p\ = \q\ by 

uf(spsq*) = T(\vyx(nspsq*). 

Set F(JC) = Ĵ  \f(s — x)\2 dfi(s) and note that F is a positive continuous function defined 
on R. Further one has: 

uJf(SpSq*) = T(Sp\(eE{p)f)*\(eE(p)f)Sq*) 

= r(X(eE{p)f)Sq*SpX(eE{p)f)*) 

= f>pqT(X(eE(p)f)X(eE(p)f)*) 

= 6pq JR\f(s-E(p))\2dKs) 

= bpqF(E(pj). 

By identifying SpSq* with 

ep\qi ® eP2qi ®-"® epkqk G M„A ® C • 1 C Mw~, 
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it follows that Uf is invariant under the permutation of factors of Mn™. 
By the following lemma we may assume that ujf is factorial. For / fj let ay denote the 

automorphism of Mn™ obtained by permuting the /-th andy-th factors (fixing all others) 

and let 07 denote the embedding of Mn into the /-th factor of Mn^. Then for all a E Mn and 

* > 0, {ay ((Jj(a))}. . forms a central sequence in Mn™; hence, ixUf (ay (07(0))) converges 

weakly to (jf(\)~]Uf(&i(aj) • 1 in the GNS representation ir^.. Define a state uo on Mn 

by uj^{a) - ujf{\yxujf{oi{d)} for a £ Mn (note that ay is invariant under ay so UQ is well 

defined); it follows that 

lim cjf\0jj(ai(a))b) = u0(a)uf(b) 

for a £ Mn and Z? E M„oo; hence for a\,..., a* EM„ 

ay(a-i(ai)---a*(0*)) = \im uf o ay(a\(a\)-- ak(ak)) 

= uo(a\)uf((T2(<*2)'' • <rk(<*kj) 

= Ljj{\)LJo(q\)"-uo(ak). 

It follows that ujf is given as the infinite product, ujf = ujf (1) ®£?i L̂ O- There are then 
non-negative numbers r\,..., r„ for which ELj f)- = 1 and 

k 

uJf(SpSp*) = ujf(l)l[rPi; 
7=1 

note that 0 < r, < 1 since ujf is faithful and n > 2. Hence for any non-negative integers 
NU...,N„9 

F(±Nj\j)=F(0)f[y 
V=i 7=1 

(note that A, 7̂  0) or 

/R \f{* - fNAj)\2 d^)=JR m2 Ms)fry. 

In particular one obtains that 

d^(s)= J \f(s + t)\2dv(s)ilr"> 
•'K j=\ 

for all / £ IR. Replacing / by J — £"=1 M/ one obtains: 

/RKs+r-?^A)r^^)n^=/R |/(5+/-EMA')|2^^)n^-

iK*+/-g^ 

7=1 

Thus for any Kj G Z, it follows that 

7=1 7-1 7=1 

/R K5 - £ ^ ) f W) = /R l/wi2 < w ft oy 
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or, equivalently 

F{ZKjXj)=F(0)l[r^ 
7=1 ' 7=1 

Hence, by the continuity of F at 0, if Z"=l K^m)\j -> 0 then Z]=l ^ In r, -» 0. 

CLAIM. It follows that there is aft <ER such that In r} - -J3\j or rj = e~$xK 

For each pair A,-, Ay, if A//Ay is rational, then there are kj G Z \ {0}, such that 
£A, + /Ay = 0 and k In r, + / In r, = 0, that is, 

A/ _ lnr/ 
Ay In rj' 

If A,/Ay is irrational, there are two sequences m^ n^ of integers such that: 

kA/-™*Ayl<—' 
nk 

If {(xt,Xj) G IR2 | JC/A/ + JCyAy = 0} and {(x/,xy) G IR2 | x/lnr,- + xy lnry = 0} are not the 
same, this will soon lead to a contradiction. 

Since Y!L\ 0 = U one must have that all Ay > 0 or all Ay < 0 and ft = (3. Since the 
subgroup generated by {Ay}"=1 is dense in IR one obtains that 

jf \f(s - tf dtfs) = I \f(s)\2 d^e-0'. 

This implies that 

It follows that e@s dji(s) is translation invariant and thus proportional to Lebesgue mea
sure. Hence 

dfi(s) = ce~0s ds 

for some c G IR. Thus if/ G Ll(R) with/ G CC(R)+ and |p| = \q\, one has 

T(\(f)SpSq*) = cSpge-W Jj(s)e-ps ds. 

By linearity the above equality holds for a l l / £Ll(R) with/ G CC(R). 

CLAIM. If\p\ f \q\, then r(\(f)SpSq*) = 0. 

Suppose |/71 > \q\ (the case |/?| < \q\ follows similarly). Then 

r(A(/)S,V) = ^ 5 / > M ^ 

since \p\ > \q\ , either Sq*Sp = 0 or there is a multi-index / / so that Sq*Sp = Sp>. In the 
first case one has r(\{f)SpSq*} = 0 and in the second, by the above calculation one has 

r ( A ( / ) W ) =r(X(eE{p)nSl/) = r{ut\(eE{p)f)Sp^t) = eitE^\(\(emf)Sp>). 
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Since E(p') f 0, it follows that r(\(f)SpSq*} = 0 in the second case as well. 

Hence r is completely determined, up to a constant multiple, on the set of elements of 

the form \(f)SpSq* where/ G CC(R) and/?, q are multi-indices, and hence on elements 

of the form X(f)x with x £ On and/ G CC(R). By the linearity and lower semicontinuity 

of the trace this determines r. • 

REMARK 4.2. In [KK] it is shown that if {Ai , . . . , A„} generates R as a closed 
subsemigroup then the crossed product On x R is purely infinite (it is already known to 
be simple by [Ks]). It is further shown that if the crossed product of a purely infinite 
simple C* -algebra by a one parameter automorphism group is simple then it is stable and 
either traceless or projectionless. 

LEMMA 4.3. With notation as above, ifr is factorial then ujf is factorial. 

PROOF. Let (7rT, !QT) denote the tracial representation and k denote the closure of 
Mnoo\(ff in £)r. Then ujf is factorial exactly when M - -KT(Mnoo)"\^ is a factor. Suppose 
that fM n M' f C • 1. Since ujf is invariant under SQO, the group of permutations on 
the factors of Mn™ (which are all inner), each element of 9vt D M' is fixed under this 
action. Thus we can assume that the central decomposition of Uf is supported by positive 
linear functionals of norm \\UJ/\\ invariant under S^. We may further assume that these 
functionals are invariant under at\M„oo = Ad ut\Mn00, since ujf is diagonal in the sense that 
ujf(SpSq*) = 0 ifp ^ q. Indeed, if u is a unitary in the C*-subalgebra generated by SPSP*, 
then, since X(f) and u commute, one has 

ujf(uxu*) = oJf(x), 

for x G Mnoo, and 

LJf(ESpSq*) - Uf(uESpSq*U*) = LUf(EuSpSq*U*) 

for such u, if E eMnM'. Then it easily follows that ujf(ESpSq*) = 0'\fpf q. We may 
further assume that these functionals are invariant under the shift p defined by 

n 

p(x) = YtSJxSj*, 
i=\ 

for x G M„oo9 since they are SQQ-invariant. It follows that each central element of M is 
invariant under the weak extensions of oct\MnOQ and P\M„*O • Let £ be a central projection of 
-KT(Mn™)" such that E\^ is nontrivial. Since E\S{ is invariant under the weak extensions 
°f at\on>4aR

 a nd p\o„x\aR> w e maY assume that E is invariant under these actions. This 
implies that E is a central projection of rrT(On xa R),f and so E = 0 or 1, which is a 
contradiction. Hence, UJf IS factorial. • 
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REMARK 4.4. For any metrizable Choquet simplex X there is a one-parameter au
tomorphism group 7:1F̂  —> Aut(0?) such that the crossed product, ft XK IR, is simple 
and stably projectionless and for which the cone of traces is affinely homeomorphic to 
CX. The argument is similar to that followed in the proof of Corollary 2.5. Let a be as 
in Theorem 4.1 (with n = 2); let B be a simple inductive limit of interval algebras for 
which the simplex of traces is affinely homeomorphic to X and K*(B) = 1[\] 0 0 (cf. 
[Th, Theorem 3.9]). Define a one-parameter automorphism group a: R —> Aut(B ® O2) 
by at(b ® c) = b (g) oct(c). Since 

(B <g> 02) Xa R - 5 ® (ft Xa R) 

one sees that the crossed product is simple and that its cone of traces is affinely home
omorphic to CX. It remains to observe that B <g> O2 - Q> (cf [Kr, Corollary 20]); 7 
is obtained from a by means of this identification. Note that each trace on the crossed 
product has the scaling property with respect to the dual automorphism group (with 
scaling parameter f3 as in Theorem 4.1). 

REMARK 4.5. The simple (stable) purely infinite C*-algebras constructed in Theo
rem 2.4 and Corollary 2.5 as crossed products of simple stably projectionless C*-algebras 
by one-parameter automorphism groups belong to the bootstrap class for which the Uni
versal Coefficient Theorem of Rosenberg and Schochet holds (cf. [RS, 1.17]); hence the 
Kirchberg-Phillips classification theorem (cf [Kr, Corollary C], [Ph, Theorem 4.2.4]) 
applies and AT-theory is a complete invariant for these C*-algebras. It follows that any 
simple stable purely infinite C*-algebra in the classifiable class with n-divisible A -̂theory 
(see Remark 2.6) can be written as a crossed products x a R with A simple and stably pro
jectionless. Moreover this may be done in many different ways—given any metrizable 
Choquet simplex X, A may be chosen so that the trace cone of A is affinely homeomor
phic to CX. Thus there does not seem to be a precise analog of Takesaki's continuous 
decomposition of type III von Neumann algebras (cf. [Ta, Section 8]) for purely infinite 
C*-algebras; Takesaki's continuous decomposition arises by applying the duality theo
rem to the modular automorphism group. For a given purely infinite C*-algebra there 
is, in general, no canonical one-parameter automorphism group; one might, however, 
expect that there are many actions of R which give rise to simple crossed products and 
that the flow induced on the trace cone of the crossed product by the dual automorphism 
group will serve as a useful invariant (see Remark 2.7 for a non-trivial instance of this 
invariant). 
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